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What are appropriate benchmarks? 

  
 

 

In the world of professional investment management, the first, last, and most-frequently asked question is 
some variation of “Did your strategy/fund/portfolio beat its benchmark?”  
 
This document will break down the performance of CAN SLIM® against various benchmarks that also seek 
to obtain upside capital appreciation and downside risk management. This exercise will help understand 
the trade-offs being made over time, the value added by the strategy and also put the cost of downside 
protection into perspective.   Before diving into the respective benchmarks, let’s first determine the 
objectives of the CAN SLIM® Investment Program: 

 Downside protection through cash scaling 
o Protection at the position level: Stop Losses 

 Capital Appreciation 
 Outperform the competitive benchmark (the S&P 500) over a full market cycle/long-term 

CAN SLIM® is an interesting strategy in that, when looking at money management in a conventional 
framework, its two primary objectives (managing beta and generating alpha) are in direct conflict with 
each other. Generally speaking, an investment strategy either outperforms the market with the inevitable 
volatility/pullbacks/corrections (i.e. think 2000-2002 and 2008), or it aims to preserve capital by holding 
historically safer assets and strategies (cash reserves, fixed income, diversified asset allocation) at the 
expense of competitive returns on the upside (i.e. think 2003-2006, 2009-present).  

S&P 500:  An index of 500 stocks chosen for market size, liquidity and industry grouping, among other 
factors. The S&P 500 is designed to be a leading indicator of U.S. equities and is meant to reflect the 
risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe. (http://us.spindices.com/indices/equity/sp-500)  

Competitors’ Average:  The equal average of three comparable investment programs/mutual funds: Good 
Harbor, F-squared, and Stadion.  
 
HFRI Equity Hedge:  The HFRI Monthly Indices ("HFRI") are a series of benchmarks designed to reflect 
hedge fund industry performance by constructing equally weighted composites of constituent funds. 
Equity Hedge Investment Managers maintain positions both long and short in primarily equity and equity 
derivative securities. 
 
S&P 500 + Put Option: This Annual-Options methodology replicates the returns observed by an investor 
buying exposure in the S&P500 Index, and simultaneously buying an at-the-money one-year European Put 
option on the S&P500. This investor would pay the option premium upfront, invest the remainder of the 
capital in the S&P500, and receive dividends, price appreciation and the value of the option, if any, at 
expiration.  
 
Morningstar Moderate: The Morningstar Target Risk Index family is designed to meet the benchmarking 
needs of target risk investors by offering an objective yardstick for performance comparison 
(http://www.morningstar.com/InvGlossary/morningstar-target-risk-indexes.aspx).  
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Management 
Tactics 

CAN SLIM® 
(Net) 

S&P500 
Competitors* 

Average 
HFRI Equity 
Hedge Index 

S&P500 + Put 
Option 

Morningstar 
Moderate 

Downside Protection  
 

    
Appreciation       
Stop Loss  

  
 

  

 
Annualized 
Performance 

CAN SLIM® 
(Net) 

S&P500 Competitors* 
Average (Net) 

HFRI S&P500 + Put 
Option 

Morningstar 
Moderate 

2007 12% 5% 7% 10% 2% 9% 
2008 -13% -37% -6% -19% -9% -22% 
2009 9% 26% 3% 20% 10% 22% 
2010 17% 14% 14% 10% 6% 12% 
2011 -11% 1% -7% -5% -6% 1% 
2012 8% 15% 11% 6% 6% 12% 
2013 27% 32% 18% 9% 20% 14% 
2014 11% 13% -7% 3% 9% 5% 

 
CAN SLIM® Annualized Relative Performance to Competitive Benchmarks: 

(+, Outperformance /  –, Underperformance) 

Relative 
Performance 

S&P500 
Competitors* 

Average HFRI 
S&P500 + Put 

Option 
Morningstar 

Moderate 

2007 +7% +4% +2% +10% +3% 
2008 +24% -8% +6% -5% +9% 
2009 -17% +6% -11% -1% -13% 
2010 +3% +3% +7% +12% +5% 
2011 -12% -4% -5% -5% -11% 
2012 -7% -3% +2% +2% -4% 

2013 -5% +9% +18% +7% +13% 

2014 -2% +18% +8% +2% +6% 

 Long term average -1% +3% +3% +3% +1% 
 
 
 

 

Relevant 
Statistics 

CAN SLIM® 
(Net) S&P500 

Competitors* 
Average (Net) 

HFRI Equity 
Hedge Index 

S&P500 + Put 
Option 

Morningstar 
Moderate 

R-Squared (to S&P 500) 57% 100% 33% 68% 48% 93% 
Volatility 11% 16% 8% 7% 8% 10% 
Drawdown -21% -51% -12% -21% -23% -32% 

CAN SLIM® outperformed all of these competitive benchmarks by average of 
10% these last two years.  

How competitive benchmarks stack up against those objectives 
Performance Results: 1/1/2007 – 12/31/2014 
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The CAN SLIM® investment methodology balances the desire for capital appreciation and downside 
protection. Comparing its performance to an index with different investment objectives, will lead to an 
inappropriate assessment of its performance. Another way to phrase this conundrum is to ask oneself, “If I 
could go back in time, without any knowledge of the future, which vehicle’s investment objectives also 
suited my needs?”  

Investing with a sophisticated methodology requires an understanding of the trade-offs in the investment 
mandate. By comparing the performance of the S&P500+ Put Option strategy with the S&P500 one gets a 
better understanding of how adding downside protection pays off and its performance impact. As can be 
seen below, the S&P500+Put Option strategy outperformed handsomely in 2008, but dragged in the other 
years.  Over the period of 2007-2014, it lagged the S&P500 by an average of 4% per year, while lagging by an 
average of 9% during bull markets.  These numbers reflect how the markets price the cost of downside 
protection. In other words, downside protection is not cheap. Because of its value, downside protection is in 
high demand as evidenced by the popularity of tail-risk funds.   

S&P500+ Put Option Relative Performance: 
 The chart displays the relative performance of 
the S&P500 + Put Option against the S&P 500 

2007 -3% 

2008 +28% 

2009 -16% 

2010 -8% 

2011 -7% 

2012 -9% 

2013 -12% 

2014 -4% 

Long term average -4% 

Average in a bull market -9% 
 

 
 
 
Now let’s take a look at CAN SLIM® by the Book: 
‘Market Timing’, ‘Cash Scaling’, ‘Beta Management’: The risk management tactic has many names. But 
what is most important about the tactic is identifying specific risks within the equity market that warrant a 
change. CAN SLIM®, by the book, suggests a complete position in cash (no market exposure) when the 
market is in a ‘correction’. The chart below highlights the periods in which a ‘market in correction’ was 
signaled utilizing IBD’s buy and sell discipline (‘Market Pulse’). The exposure moves from 100% equity to 
0% exposure (displayed by the red line). In total, there have been 17 ‘Market in Correction’ periods since 
January 2012.   In other words, 17 times an investor went from 100% stocks to 100% cash in a three-year 
period. The blue line chart highlights the equity exposure in the NorthCoast CAN SLIM®.  Over the same 
time frame, NorthCoast equity exposure ranged from 48% to 99%, with an average exposure of 82%.  
 

Downside protection has cost an annualized 4% over the past 8 
years, and an annualized 9% over the past 6 years  

http://news.investors.com/investing/big-picture.htm
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The IBD 85/85 Index, a stock selection index that seeks to track the performance of stocks that meet two 
criteria; EPS and RS Ratings at 85 or better. Historically (over the last 50 years), stocks with these 
characteristics have had some of the largest gains among all common stocks, as stated in IBD’s research.  
However recently, these metrics have not been predictive of superior stock performance as the general 
market (S&P 500) has outperformed this index over the last four(4) years. 
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NorthCoast CAN SLIM® vs. IBD 'Market Pulse' 
Equity Exposure 
1/1/2011 - 6/2/2015 

NCAM %
invested

IBD Market
Pulse

17 'Market in 
Correction 
'Calls  

NCAM 
averaged 82% 
investment 
level  

 

S&P 500 has outperformed 
IBD 85/85 index by 2%  

(2011-2014) 

64.35% 0IBD8 I B D 85/85 Index 
66.09% 0S&P5 S & P 500 Index 

http://research.investors.com/ibd-indexes
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When breaking down the two major objectives of the CAN SLIM® strategy, one can see that it effectively 
combines the tasks of managing risk while generating positive return through stock selection. While a strict 
buy-and-hold of the IBD 85/85 index has generated higher returns, it lacks defensive cash scaling in periods 
of correction and therefore does not factor in the cost of protection.  When the IBD ‘Market Pulse’ is applied 
to this buy-and-hold strategy, performance expectedly suffers.  When NorthCoast’s cash-scaling model is 
applied to the IBD 85/85 index, it achieves a higher rate of return than the IBD 85/85 index with the IBD 
Market Pulse cash-scaling model. Even more, when NorthCoast’s cash-scaling model was applied to its 
own enhanced CAN SLIM® stock selection methodology, greater performance was achieved.  
 
 IBD 85/85 Buy & 

Hold Return (1)* 

IBD 85/85 Index 
Return w/ IBD 

Market Pulse (2)* 

CAN SLIM® 
Composite (Net) 

IBD 85/85 w/ 
NorthCoast Cash 
Scaling model (1)* 

2012 7.99% 13.66% 7.90% 5.69% 
2013 42.27% 23.28% 26.90% 36.40% 
2014 5.81% -4.49% 10.90% 2.76% 

$100,000 grows to: $162,563 $133,828 $151,849 $148,140 
 
 
 
 
 
(1)* Performance does not include transaction costs or management fees 
(2)* Performance displays IBD 85/85 Return incorporating a move/allocation to cash based on the IBD Market Pulse.  
 
 
Past performance is not indicative of future results. All investments involve risk, including loss of principal.  
  
This material serves to provide general information and is not meant to be legal or tax advice for any particular investor, 
which can only be provided by qualified tax and legal counsel. Parties should independently investigate any investment 
strategy or manager, and should consult with their financial adviser, legal and tax professionals before making any 
investment. The information herein is subject to change, without notice, at the discretion of the NorthCoast and 
NorthCoast does not undertake to revise or update this information in any way. No investment process is free of risk and 
there is no guarantee that the investment programs described herein will be profitable. Benchmarks referenced herein are 
broad-based indices which are used for comparative purposes only and have been selected as they are well known and are 
easily recognizable by investors.  
  
Certain information contained herein may have been provided by third party sources and, although believed to be reliable, 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. All information contained 
herein should be independently verified and confirmed. NCAM does not accept any liability for any loss or damage 
whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information.  The information in this document is confidential, intended only for 
the person to whom it has been delivered and under no circumstances may a copy be shown, copied, transmitted or 
otherwise given to any person other than the authorized recipient or their tax or legal counsel without the prior written 
consent NorthCoast Asset Management.   
 
NorthCoast Asset Management is a registered investment adviser. Information presented is for educational purposes only. 
It should not be considered specific investment advice, does not take into consideration your specific situation, and does 
not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any securities or investment strategies. Investments 
involve risk and are not guaranteed. Be sure to consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before 
implementing any strategy discussed herein. Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. 

CAN SLIM® portfolio has done a better job managing market exposure and 
done a better job picking stocks than IBD Index (no fee) 
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